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Abstract The comparative argumentative machine CAM can retrieve
arguments that answer comparative questions—questions that ask which
of several to-be-compared options should be favored in some scenario. In
this paper, we describe how we equipped CAM with a better answer
stance detection (i.e., a better detection of which option “wins” a com-
parison) and with system variants to support non-English requests. As
for the improved answer stance detection, we develop RoBERTa-based
approaches and experimentally show them to be more effective than pre-
vious feature-based and LLM-based stance detectors. As for the multi-
lingualism, in a proof of concept, we compare two approaches to sup-
port Russian requests and answers: (1) translating the original English
CAM data and (2) using an existing replica of CAM on native Russian
data. Comparing the translation-based and the replica-based CAM vari-
ants in a user study shows that combining their answers seems to be
the most promising. For individual questions, the retrieved arguments
of the two variants are often different and of quite diverse relevance and
quality. As a demonstrator, we deploy a first multilingual CAM version
that combines translation-based and replica-based outputs for English
and Russian and that can easily be extended to further languages.

Keywords: Answering Comparative Questions · Argumentation Ma-
chines · Answer Stance Detection · Cross-Language Argument Retrieval

1 Introduction

Decision making is part of everyday life, yet it can involve a complex and time-
consuming process when pro / con arguments on the potential alternatives need
to be gathered and weighed (e.g., ‘Should I buy or rent a house?’).

There are many ways to gather arguments or opinions on some compari-
son objects: asking other people but also using web search engines, LLM-based
systems, specialized product comparison websites, research prototypes, etc. One
research prototype that was developed for open comparative questions (i.e., not
just focusing on products) and that should be more effective than skimming
through a search engine’s classical “ten blue links” is the comparative argumen-
tative machine CAM [33].1 The web interface of CAM takes some comparison
∗ These authors contributed equally.
1 http://ltdemos.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/cam/
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objects and aspects as input, retrieves (argumentative) sentences relevant to
the comparison, detects the sentences’ comparative stances (i.e., which com-
parison object is favored), and presents a tabular result. As the original CAM
only supports English inputs and results, recently, a replica of CAM for Russian
comparisons—the RuCAM system—has been developed [22].

An important component of CAM and RuCAM is stance detection to deter-
mine for each retrieved sentence which comparison object is favored and which
object is the overall “winner” in the retrieved sentences (e.g., ‘buying’ vs. ‘renting’
in the house example). Accurately grouping the retrieved sentences in CAM’s
and in RuCAM’s tabular result presentation with respect to the favored objects
ensures that users are not misled and can come to “correct” conclusions. Still,
with F1 scores of 0.85 and 0.82, respectively, CAM’s and RuCAM’s current rule-
and XGBoost-based [8] or rule- and BERT-based [13] stance detection seem to
leave some room for further effectiveness improvement. Our first research ques-
tion thus is: (RQ1) Can advanced BERT models like RoBERTa improve the
effectiveness of CAM’s and RuCAM’s answer stance detection?

To address RQ1, we fine-tune several RoBERTa-based models [20,9] on the
5,759 English sentences of the CompSent-19 training set [29] using the masking
approach of Bondarenko et al. [4]. In our experiments, our new stance detectors
achieve F1 scores of 0.91 for English and 0.87 for Russian and thus are more
effective than CAM’s and RuCAM’s current detectors. Interestingly, a multi-
lingual XLM-RoBERTa model turned out to be as effective as an English-only
model so that the same stance detector can be used in CAM and in RuCAM.

Developed as a replica of the original CAM system, RuCAM uses the Rus-
sian and not the English part of the Common Crawl.2 Still, another possibility
to support some non-English language would have been to simply translate the
original CAM’s inputs and results. As there was no comparison of these two
ideas yet and as we aim for a single multilingual CAM system, our second re-
search question is: (RQ2) What are the strengths and weaknesses of machine
translation-based and replica-based “localization” of CAM?

To address RQ2, we use Russian as the target language and compare machine-
translated CAM responses and RuCAM responses in manual analyses and in a
user study. The results of our manual analyses indicate that CAM and RuCAM
retrieve rather different results of varying relevance and quality (translated
CAM results tend to be more relevant while the RuCAM results tend to be of
higher quality). Therefore, a combination of translation-based and replica-based
results seems to be a promising direction for a multilingual CAM system.

Our code and data are publicly available.3 As a demonstrator of a multilin-
gual CAM system, we equip the existing CAM and RuCAM backends with a
new interface for multilingual translation- and replica-based search in English
and Russian4 that can easily be extended to support further languages.

2 https://commoncrawl.org/
3 https://github.com/webis-de/RATIO-24
4 https://cam-multi.ltdemos.informatik.uni-hamburg.de
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2 Related Work

This section provides an overview of the CAM system and the existing ap-
proaches for comparative stance detection.

2.1 CAM Overview

Comparative information needs in web search were first addressed by develop-
ing simplistic search interfaces where two to-be-compared products were entered
separately in a left and a right search box [25,35]. The search results were pre-
sented to the searcher as side-by-side two standard “ten blue links” lists for each
product. Later, the comparative argumentative machine (CAM) was developed
to tackle open-domain comparisons (not just products) [33]. The CAM’s web in-
terface takes as input user-specified two comparison objects (e.g., ‘buy a house’
and ‘rent a house’) and optional comparison aspect(s) (e.g., ‘risk’). Then, us-
ing Elasticsearch,5 CAM retrieves comparative arguments (e.g., ‘It is less risky
to rent a house than to buy’) relevant to the user input from the DepCC cor-
pus [30] containing about 14 billion English sentences coming from the Common
Crawl corpus (if no relevant arguments are found, CAM will respectively notify
the user). For each retrieved argument, its comparative stance is detected so
that the arguments can be grouped into two columns (i.e., whether one or the
other object is preferred according to individual arguments) for the final result
presentation. In the CAM’s output, the arguments are ranked based on the Elas-
ticsearch relevance score. Additionally, the final comparison score is shown to the
user, which determines the overall “winner” of the comparison. The score com-
bines the stance detector’s confidence and the Elasticsearch score and is summed
up over all the retrieved arguments for each comparison object [33]. The design
of the CAM system is also shown in Figure 1.

The comparative stance in the context of CAM is defined as ternary label:
(1) First comparison object “wins” a comparison, i.e., it performs better or is
more suitable for the comparison aspect compared to the second object (e.g.,
‘It is less risky to buy a house than to rent a house’), (2) second object “wins”
a comparison (e.g., ‘It is less risky to rent a house than to buy a house’), or
(3) none “wins” or no comparison is present; such statements are excluded from
the CAM’s final result presentation [33].

A user study with CAM showed that the study participants were able to
answer comparative questions faster and more accurately compared to a standard
web search [33]. Later, RuCAM [22], a Russian version of the CAM system (that
supports the English language only), was developed that replicates the original
CAM pipeline using a Russian part of the Common Crawl corpus [28].

2.2 Comparative Stance Detection

One of the important (Ru)CAM components is a comparative stance detector
that allows to place the retrieved arguments on the correct “winning” side. More
5 https://www.elastic.co
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generally, stance detection is the task of identifying the author’s viewpoint (at-
titude, opinion) towards a target, which can be a debate topic, an entity, or
a claim [23]. Earlier works mostly focused on the stance detection in online
debates [19] and proposed rule-based [2,24,41,42] and feature-based classifiers
using, for instance, SVM [15,3,36,42] or Naïve Bayes [2,15,31]. Later, neural
network architectures like CNN [43,16], LSTM [45,44], and transformer-based
models like BERT [13] became state-of-the-art approaches [1,34,39].

The aforementioned works mostly focused on the stance detection towards
a single target. Our task is to detect the stance given two comparison objects,
i.e., two stance targets (e.g., ‘buy a house’ vs. ‘rent a house’). For detecting a
comparative stance, i.e., a “winning” comparison object in English sentences,
different feature-based classifiers were tested [29], e.g., logistic regression [12],
SVM [11], XGBoost [8], etc. Trained on 5,759 and tested on 1,440 English sen-
tences (CompSent-19 dataset [29]), the most effective stance detector (XGBoost
with InferSent embeddings [10]) achieved a micro-avg. F1 of 0.85 (3 labels: first /
second object “wins” or no comparison).

Later, on the same dataset, a stance detector was tested that employed multi-
hop graph attention over a dependency graph sentence representation [21]. Each
sentence was represented by its dependency graph, which, for simplicity, was
then converted from the original directed graph into an undirected graph. Em-
beddings for each sentence word (node in the dependency graph) were calculated
using BERT [13]. Then, Graph Attention Networks [40] were used to embed the
relation between the comparison objects. Finally, a feed-forward layer with a
softmax function was added to project the embedding vectors into classes for
prediction. The proposed approaches achieved a micro-avg. F1 of 0.87, outper-
forming the previous XGBoost-based stance detector.

Recently, large language models like LlaMa-2 [38], GPT-3.5 Turbo [26], and
GPT-4 [27] using zero-shot and few-shot prompting were tested [18]. In addition
to rigorous prompt engineering, the authors designed a retry message to tackle
the cases when an LLM returned malformed answers, i.e., answers violating
the predefined format suitable to extract the predicted stance. Interestingly, all
tested LLMs did not improve over the aforementioned stance detectors.

In this paper, we fine-tune the RoBERTa [20] and XLM-RoBERTa models [9]
following the idea of masking the comparison objects with special tokens [4]. The
evaluation results show that our stance detectors are more effective than previous
feature-, neural-, and LLM-based approaches, achieving a micro-avg. F1 of 0.91
for the Engish and 0.87 for the Russian languages.

3 Improving Comparative Stance Detection

The current CAM implementation allows to choose between a rule-based com-
parative stance detector that uses the handcrafted list of cue words and an
XGBoost-based classifier [29,33]. The latter one is more effective and achieves a
micro-avg. F1 of 0.85 (3 labels: first/second object “wins” or no comparison).
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Table 1. Stance detection effectiveness of different approaches tested on English sen-
tences from the CompSent-19 dataset (class distribution: ‘no comparison’ 73%, ‘first
object wins’ 19%, ‘second object wins’ 8%) [29]. Reported are F1 scores per stance
class and a micro-averaged F1.

Stance label

Stance detector Ref. First Second None Micro-avg.

Rule-based [29] 0.65 0.44 0.90 0.82
GPT-3.5 Turbo (few-shot) [18] 0.68 0.48 0.90 0.84
LLaMa-2 70B (few-shot) [18] 0.75 0.60 0.91 0.85
XGBoost + InferSent [29] 0.75 0.43 0.92 0.85
GPT-4 (few-shot) [18] 0.78 0.65 0.91 0.86
ED-GATBERT [21] 0.78 0.56 0.93 0.87
RoBERTa-masked our 0.86 0.70 0.94 0.91
XLM-RoBERTa-masked our 0.87 0.69 0.95 0.91

To address our first research question, we fine-tune the English RoBERTa [20]
and multilingual XLM-RoBERTa [9] models on the CompSent-19 train set (5,759
English sentences) [29]. Following the idea by Bondarenko et al. [4], we mask
the comparison objects using the special masking tokens: [FIRST OBJECT] and
[SECOND OBJECT], before fine-tuning.6

We compare the effectiveness of our stance detectors with several approaches
from previous work that were tested on the CompSent-19 test set (1,440 English
sentences; we again mask the comparison objects). The results in Table 1 show
that our stance detectors achieve a convincing micro-avg. F1 of 0.91 and are
more effective than previous existing feature-based and LLM-based approaches.

Multilingual Stance Detection. To test our comparative stance detector for the
Russian language, we use a dataset of 1,208 manually labeled Russian sen-
tences [22]. Due to a relatively small number of labeled examples, we use the
whole dataset to test our multilingual stance detector based on XLM-RoBERTa
that was fine-tuned on English sentences. We also test on the original test set
for a more fair comparison with the stance detectors for Russian from previ-
ous work [22]. Our stance detector achieves a micro-avg. F1 of 0.87 on the test
set and 0.83 on the full dataset (cf. Table 2), which is more effective than the
rule-based approach and fine-tuned RuBERT [22].

An interesting observation is that for English sentences, fine-tuning a multi-
lingual RoBERTa is as effective for stance detection as fine-tuning an English-
only model. We thus suggest using for practical application a single fine-tuned
6 Hyperparameters were selected using a 5-fold cross-validation on the train set. Mod-

els: roberta-large and xlm-roberta-large, batch size: 16, learning rate: 0.00003, train-
ing epochs: 5. Fine-tuning was performed using Colab’s Tesla T4 GPU (RoBERTa)
and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 4090 (XLM-RoBERTa).
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Table 2. Stance detection effectiveness of different approaches tested on Russian sen-
tences (class distribution: ‘no comparison’ 70%, ‘first object wins’ 21%, ‘second object
wins’ 9%) [22]. Reported are F1 scores per stance class and a micro-averaged F1. For
comparison with the original stance detectors for Russian [22], we additionally report
the results on the original test set.

Stance label

Stance detector Ref. First Second None Micro-avg.

Test set (119 sentences)

Rule-based [22] 0.34 0.33 0.82 0.69
RuBERT-based [22] 0.57 0.38 0.91 0.82
XLM-RoBERTa-masked our 0.71 0.53 0.93 0.87

Full dataset (1,208 sentences)

Rule-based [22] 0.41 0.27 0.74 0.62
XLM-RoBERTa-masked our 0.68 0.53 0.90 0.83

XLM-RoBERTa to detect the stance in both the English and Russian languages.

4 Adapting CAM to Russian

One of the limitations of CAM is its restriction on the English language. To
address our second research question, we explore the use of machine translation
to translate CAM output to the target Russian language. We then compare the
translation-based approach with the existing replica-based system, RuCAM [22].

4.1 Translation-based System

As the translation model, we use OPUS-MT [37]. While OPUS-MT could be
replaced with any system, we motivate its use since it is open access and easy
to implement using the Huggingface’s transformers library.

The overall CAM architecture extended with the translation modules is pre-
sented in Figure 1(a). First, we added a translation step to the CAM’s input
of the comparison objects and aspect(s) from Russian to English,7 so that we
could retrieve English sentences from the Elasticsearch index. Afterwards, we
translate the retrieved arguments from English to Russian for the final result
presentation.8 This system does not require any additional data and indexing.

7 https://huggingface.co/Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-ru-en
8 https://huggingface.co/Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-en-ru

https://huggingface.co/Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-ru-en
https://huggingface.co/Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-en-ru
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Figure 1. (a) The architecture of the CAM system extended with translation modules;
new modules are in green; (b) The architecture of the RuCAM system [22]. The modules
that we used for the language adaptation comparison are in purple. The updated stance
classification model is also highlighted in purple.
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4.2 RuCAM

To compare with the alternative pipeline for language adaptation, we consider
RuCAM [22]: the Russian Comparative Argumentative Machine9 that imple-
ments its own Elasticsearch index based on the Open Super-large Crawled Ag-
gregated corpus (OSCAR) [28] containing 21 billion Russian sentences from the
Common Crawl corpus. RuCAM also accepts natural language questions as in-
put; however, we skip previous steps (comparative question identification and
object and aspect detection) and query the system directly with two comparison
objects and, optionally, aspect(s). We also replace the original stance classifica-
tion model with our fine-tuned XLM-RoBERTa-masked model to improve the
quality of the system output. Figure 1(b) presents the overall architecture of
RuCAM, highlighting in purple the modules used for the comparison as well as
the updated stance classification model.

4.3 System Comparison on Retrieval Effectiveness

To evaluate the two adaptation techniques, we set up a manual annotation fol-
lowing the methodology from the Touché 2020–2022 shared tasks on argument
retrieval [5,6,7]. For the user study, we use the Touché 2022 dataset [6] that
contains 50 comparative questions, each labeled with two comparison objects
that we also translated into Russian (e.g., ‘Should I buy or rent a house?’) The
English CAM found matches (i.e., relevant arguments) for 40 object pairs, and
the RuCAM had matches for 46 pairs. Then, we provided five volunteer annota-
tors with the annotation guidelines from the Touché tasks and asked to label the
9 http://rucam.ltdemos.informatik.uni-hamburg.de
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Table 3. Relevance-wise (R) and quality-wise (Q) retrieval effectiveness of the replica-
based and translation-based systems. The nDCG scores are calculated for the two
ranked lists separately (the first or the second object “wins” a comparison split after
stance detection) and for all the retrieved results before stance detection (overall).

First object Second object Overall
System nDCG@5 nDCG@10 nDCG@5 nDCG@10 nDCG@5 nDCG@10

R Q R Q R Q R Q R Q R Q

Replica-based 0.84 0.93 0.90 0.96 0.83 0.93 0.90 0.96 0.83 0.93 0.90 0.96
Transl.-based 0.91 0.81 0.97 0.91 0.85 0.79 0.94 0.90 0.88 0.78 0.95 0.91

retrieved arguments based on: (1) the relevance to the comparison object pairs
as not relevant (label 0), relevant (label 1), and highly relevant (label 2), and
(2) the argument quality (rhetorical well-writtenness) as low quality (label 0),
sufficient quality (label 1), and high quality (label 2). In total, the labeled dataset
comprises 1,238 arguments (at most 10 arguments for each object pair).10

To calibrate the annotators’ interpretations of the guidelines, we conducted
an initial Fleiss’ κ test in which each annotator had to label the same 15 ar-
guments for 3 object pairs (5 arguments for each pair). The observed Fleiss’ κ
values were 0.734 for argument relevance (substantial agreement) and 0.45 for
argument quality (moderate agreement). Furthermore, after the initial κ test, we
organized a follow-up discussion with all the annotators to clarify potential mis-
interpretations, e.g., the cases where one of the objects is ambiguous (e.g., ‘Milk
tastes better than cow’s milk in the supermarket.’; it is not clear whether the
first object refers to ‘goat milk’ or not) or the argument is too long and contains
both the comparison as well as the unrelated text (e.g., ‘Comp JAVA Program
Description: I will not say for sure that NetBeans is better than Eclipse, I believe
that each development environment has its own strengths and weaknesses.’). Af-
terwards, each annotator independently judged the results for disjoint subsets
of the topics (i.e., each unique object pair was assigned to one annotator only).

Using the resulting manual labels for the argument relevance and quality, we
calculate nDCG@5 and nDCG@10 scores [17] for each comparison object sepa-
rately (since CAM and RuCAM split the arguments according to the “winning”
object) and overall scores for all arguments retrieved for all object pairs (see
Table 3). We assume that the scores are comparable, as both systems retrieve
arguments from Common Crawl. Apparently, different corpora might have dif-
ferent numbers of relevant arguments because of social and cultural differences.

The results show that both relevance and quality nDCG scores are relatively
high for both systems. However, the argument relevance in a translation-based
system is consistently higher. This might be explained either by a more effective
stance detector for English or a more effective Elaticsearch retrieval for English,

10 The labeled dataset and annotation guidelines are available in the GitHub repository:
https://github.com/webis-de/RATIO-24

https://github.com/webis-de/RATIO-24
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Table 4. Similarity scores between the arguments retrieved by the translation-based
and replica-based systems. The respective embedding models used to calculate a cosine
similarity are given in parentheses.

Metric Score

ROUGE-1 0.257
ROUGE-2 0.046

Cos. sim. (sentence-transformers/LaBSE) 0.404
Cos. sim. (ai-forever/sbert_large_nlu_ru) 0.635
Cos. sim. (DeepPavlov/rubert-base-cased-sentence) 0.656

possibly due to linguistic differences (Russian is a highly inflected language while
English is weakly inflected). On the other hand, the argument quality-wise nDCG
scores for translated arguments are lower than those for arguments retrieved in
the original Russian language. This result can be highly correlated with the
quality of the machine translation system.

4.4 Measuring Argument Similarity

To understand whether the arguments retrieved by the two systems are lexically
and semantically similar and whether there is a need to replicate the whole
system instead of translating, we calculate similarity scores between arguments
retrieved by two systems for 78 comparison objects (from 39 pairs).

The scores are reported in Table 4. To calculate ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2,
we tokenize and lemmatize the arguments since Russian is a highly inflected
language. The resulting ROUGE scores are relatively low (ROUGE-1 is 0.257
and ROUGE-2 is 0.046), indicating that the translated texts are lexically quite
dissimilar to the texts retrieved by the RuCAM system.

To calculate cosine similarity scores, we use the three following sentence
embedding models: (1) multilingual LaBSE [14],11 (2) Russian BERT large un-
cased,12 and (3) Sentence RuBERT,13 where sentence representations are mean-
pooled token embeddings analogous Sentence-BERT [32]. The highest mean co-
sine similarity score between different embeddings is 0.656, which is borderline,
however, similarities might dramatically differ for the arguments from different
pairs. For example, the arguments for the pairs “Chinese vs. Western medicine”
have a mean similarity of 0.763, and for the “morning vs. afternoon sun”, the
mean score is 0.290 (examples for these two cases are in Tables 5 and 6).

We also looked at how pairs are ranked according to the ROUGE-1 and co-
sine similarity metrics of their arguments. First of all, our goal was to check to
what extent two metrics are related when identifying similar arguments from two
systems. We measured the Spearman’s correlation coefficient between ROUGE-1
and cosine similarity, which showed a weak correlation of 0.371 (p-value = 0.02).

11 https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/LaBSE
12 https://huggingface.co/ai-forever/sbert_large_nlu_ru
13 https://huggingface.co/DeepPavlov/rubert-base-cased-sentence

https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/LaBSE
https://huggingface.co/ai-forever/sbert_large_nlu_ru
https://huggingface.co/DeepPavlov/rubert-base-cased-sentence
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Table 5. Example arguments for the object pair ‘Chinese medicine vs. Western
medicine’ that has the highest mean cosine similarity 0.763 among all the object pairs
(‘rubert-base-cased-sentence’ embeddings). For the demonstration purpose, we trans-
lated Russian arguments into English using OPUS-MT.

Translation-based Replication-based (RuCAM)

The amazing thing is that with Tradi-
tional Chinese Medicine I always get bet-
ter faster than all of my colleagues who
are relying on Western medicine.

“I think more and more Western doctors
are realizing today that Chinese medicine
is effective,” says Dr. Li.

Chinese medicine is superior to Western
medicine.

Chinese medicine has outstripped West-
ern medicine in some respects.

As for the treatment of Nephrotic syn-
drome, by large, Chinese medicine is su-
perior to Western medicine.

In Chinese medicine, attention is paid to
hidden factors, whereas Western medicine
pays more attention to visible indicators.

What I am saying is Chinese medicine is a
better method of healthcare than Western
medicine.

In Chinese medicine, for example, kidneys
are given much more attention than in
Western medicine.

I am a firm believer that Chinese medicine
is better than Western in many cases.

Chinese medicine has coped with what
European medicine has not coped with.

From Table 7, one can also see that pairs with the most similar and dissimi-
lar arguments do not overlap much, especially between the top-10 object pairs:
‘Chinese medicine vs. Western medicine’, ‘steel knives vs. ceramic knives’, and
‘Google vs. Yandex search’. According to cosine similarity, more general or com-
mon knowledge concepts get higher scores, while for the ROUGE-1 metric, top-10
similar arguments are for companies, brands, and specific topics like program-
ming or medicine. Surprisingly, ‘kids vs. adults’, ‘rain water vs. tap water’, and
‘skiing vs. snowboarding’ appear at the top of cosine similarity scores but at the
bottom of the list for the ROUGE-1 score. ‘BMW vs. Audi’, ‘Kenya vs. Tanza-
nia’, and ‘morning sun vs. afternoon sun’ are object pairs that were shown to be
different by both metrics. Secondly, our goal was to see, how similar were the ar-
guments from two systems regarding both metrics. Manual analysis of the pairs
that were scored differently by ROUGE-1 and cosine similarity showed that high
ROUGE-1 scores indeed represent similar arguments, while low cosine similarity
scores for those cases can be explained by the unequal number of arguments for
each language that increases the impact of the outliers.

Thus, we conclude that a good approach for extending CAM is to combine the
translation- and replica-based systems: the results show that the lexical similarity
of the arguments from both systems is quite low, while the similarity according
to semantic representations is borderline. We also analyzed the arguments to
understand whether the dissimilarities could be explained by cultural differences
present in the source languages. We identified the following main trends:

(a) The retrieved arguments address different aspects of the culture and
everyday life of the source language speakers. For example, when comparing car
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Table 6. Example arguments for the object pair ‘morning sun vs. afternoon sun’ that
has the lowest mean cosine similarity 0.290 among all the object pairs (‘rubert-base-
cased-sentence’ embeddings). For the demonstration purpose, we translated Russian
arguments into English using OPUS-MT.

Translation-based Replication-based (RuCAM)

And remember: morning sun is cooler
than afternoon sun.

Gerberas can be grown in full sun, but it
is better in the morning sun and in the
midday shade.

The morning sun is cooler and gentler
than the afternoon hot sun.

The location is sunny, but the bright af-
ternoon sun is less useful, shaded.

Morning sun is better than afternoon sun. The morning sun is best with reflected
light the rest of the time.

Early morning sun is better than late af-
ternoon sun since the flowers last longer
under cooler conditions.

Hot summer sun Many rhododendrons
tolerate the morning sun better, although
there are some species and varieties that
do not tolerate the sun at all.

Experienced gardeners know it, morning
sun is cooler than afternoon sun.

The morning sun is always preferable to
the midday sun, which can burn plants.

brands, English arguments tend to care more about safety, engine capacities,
and technology, while Russian arguments pay attention to price, repair costs,
wear and tear, and car modifications present on the Russian car market.

(b) Cultural bias occurs in both more specific and more generic comparisons.
For instance, for the ‘IELTS vs. TOEFL’ object pair (more specific comparison),
English arguments focus on complexity and the test’s specific features, whereas
Russian arguments mainly discuss the certificate’s recognition in other countries.
For the ‘skiing vs. snowboarding’ pair (more generic), English arguments discuss
the learning rate and complexity, whereas Russian arguments care more about
adrenaline, safety and which sport is better for families.

(c) However, for some more generic comparisons like ‘football vs. basketball’
or ‘Western medicine vs. Chinese medicine’, the arguments mostly compare the
same aspects like effectiveness, popularity, and often express personal preferences.

The aforementioned examples highlight that the provenance of retrieved ar-
guments (the language in particular) significantly influences their diversity and
introduces potential cultural nuances. In the process of adapting the CAM sys-
tem to a new language, meticulous consideration should be given to various
facets, including the translation quality, the cultural predisposition inherent
in the source language, and the preferences of the target users—whether they
seek responses tailored to a specific language and culture or a more expansive
overview. However, in general, a recommended strategy is to merge the outputs
of translated arguments and arguments in the target language, thereby enhanc-
ing the topical coverage.
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Table 7. Object pairs and similarity scores between the retrieved arguments by
two systems: translation-based and replica-based. The object pairs are sorted in de-
scending order of the similarity scores. Highlighted in green are the pairs that get
high/low/medium scores by the two similarity metrics. Highlighted in red are the pairs
showing discrepancies in two similarity metrics.

Cosine Similarity ROUGE-1

Chinese vs. Western medicine 0.763 cow milk vs. goat milk 0.393
Apple vs. Google 0.744 rain water vs. tap water 0.362
PHP vs. Python 0.736 London vs. Paris 0.335
Linux vs. Windows 0.732 Chinese vs. Western medicine 0.330
artificial sweeteners vs. white sugar 0.728 skiing vs. snowboarding 0.328
steel knives vs. ceramic knives 0.721 kids vs. adults 0.321
Ibuprofen vs. Aspirin 0.718 steel knives vs. ceramic knives 0.307
hybrid vs. diesel 0.701 Google vs. Yahoo search 0.302
Google vs. Yahoo search 0.700 train vs. plane 0.301

OpenGL vs. Direct3D 0.687 Internet Explorer vs. Firefox 0.292
ASP vs. PHP 0.677 artificial sweeteners vs. white sugar 0.287
NetBeans vs. Eclipse 0.674 basketball vs. football 0.287
Xbox vs. PlayStation 0.669 cats vs. dogs 0.286
laptop vs. desktop 0.661 IELTS vs. TOEFL 0.284
Canon vs. Nikon 0.650 Apple vs. Google 0.284
electric stove vs. gas stove 0.645 electric stove vs. gas stove 0.270
IELTS vs. TOEFL 0.643 Ibuprofen vs. Aspirin 0.265
cow milk vs. goat milk 0.626 OpenGL vs. Direct3D 0.251
quicksort vs. merge sort 0.621 gas vs. charcoal 0.249
Family Guy vs. The Simpsons 0.619 Xbox vs. PlayStation 0.249
basketball vs. football 0.608 Linux vs. Windows 0.246
MAC vs. PC 0.607 pasta vs. pizza 0.246
Adidas vs. Nike 0.596 ASP vs. PHP 0.235
Ford vs. Toyota 0.592 hybrid vs. diesel 0.229
gas vs. charcoal 0.592 laptop vs. desktop 0.224
train vs. plane 0.591 PHP vs. Python 0.223
London vs. Paris 0.590 NetBeans vs. Eclipse 0.211
pasta vs. pizza 0.586 Python vs. R 0.211
Pepsi vs. Coca-cola 0.585 Boeing vs. Airbus 0.211

Internet Explorer vs. Firefox 0.583 MAC vs. PC 0.208
cats vs. dogs 0.581 Family Guy vs. The Simpsons 0.203
Boeing vs. Airbus 0.573 quicksort vs. merge sort 0.188
kids vs. adults 0.567 Ford vs. Toyota 0.185
Python vs. R 0.561 Adidas vs. Nike 0.181
rain water vs. tap water 0.560 Canon vs. Nikon 0.175
skiing vs. snowboarding 0.559 morning sun vs. afternoon sun 0.168
BMW vs. Audi 0.528 BMW vs. Audi 0.154
Kenya vs. Tanzania 0.305 Pepsi vs. Coca-cola 0.151
morning sun vs. afternoon sun 0.290 Kenya vs. Tanzania 0.127

5 Multilingual CAM

To showcase the combined approach, we develop a demonstration of multilingual
CAM that allows to search for arguments in English CAM and Russian RuCAM
via their respective APIs. The interface of a combined system is shown in Fig-
ure 2. It accepts a pair of comparison objects and an optional comparison aspect
in either language and retrieves arguments in both languages when the option
‘Multilingual Search’ is selected. Otherwise, the answers are provided in the in-
put languages. Optionally, the user can specify the input language (e.g., when
searching for “BMW” written in Latin script in the Russian texts); otherwise,
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Figure 2. The multilingual CAM interface. Shown are the results for a comparison
‘Chinese medicine vs. Western medicine’ in Russian. The output combines arguments
in the target language (upper part) and translated from English (lower part). The
‘Chinese medicine’-object (left-hand) “wins” a comparison (see the bar in the middle).

2

the language is identified automatically. The output arguments are grouped into
two blocks: those that come from the corpus of an input language and (in the
case of the multilingual search option) translated from another language.

Our first prototype of multilingual CAM currently has several technical lim-
itations. First, it depends on the successful response from the CAM or RuCAM
API. Second, it relies on the machine translation module, which may incorrectly
translate the user input, resulting in a failure to find relevant arguments. There-
fore, future work should focus on overcoming the aforementioned shortcomings
by locally hosting the retrieval corpora and deploying other translation models.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we improved the answer stance detection of CAM and RuCAM—
systems that can answer comparative questions in English and Russian—by fine-
tuning RoBERTa-based models. Furthermore, we compared the replica-based
RuCAM approach of “localizing” CAM to the Russian language to a simple
machine translation-based CAM variant. Our analyses showed that translating
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CAM’s inputs and outputs also yields decent effectiveness scores with respect to
result relevance and quality. However, we also found that the results retrieved by
the two systems (translation-based and replica-based) are lexically and semanti-
cally quite dissimilar as, for instance, the Russian results from the replica-based
RuCAM system that uses native Russian data can be more culture-specific and
might take into account uncommon and unexpected aspects. Therefore, combin-
ing the results of the translation-based and of the replica-based CAM variants
could yield more diverse arguments for comparisons.

As a demonstrator of a multilingual CAM system, we implemented an inter-
face to combine the results of translation- and replica-based CAM systems. In
a user study, we found that, for instance, the perceived result quality is highly
dependent on the translation quality; in our study, translated results were per-
ceived as more relevant but of a lower quality than the results retrieved in the
target language—often also related to the translation quality of the actual search
terms (comparison objects and aspects).

Limitations

Our current work focused on two rather high-resource languages (English and
Russian) so that our findings and conclusions may not be applicable to lower-
resource languages. In future research, we thus plan to also analyze CAM-like
systems in other languages.

Furthermore, our study results depend on two restricting factors: (1) the
choice of the machine translation model, and (2) potential biases of the man-
ual annotations. To alleviate the first factor, we relied on previous work and
preferred publicly available translation models that can be easily deployed. As
for the second factor, while annotation bias cannot be fully avoided, we ensured
that our annotators understood and followed the guidelines by conducting pilot
annotations with a follow-up discussion of possible misinterpretations. In the
future, larger studies with a bigger group of human annotators are necessary for
more robust conclusions.

Finally, CAM and RuCAM operate on large document collections, in which
the amount of relevant data cannot be controlled or measured. To more closely
study sociocultural questions in the context of comparison analyses, other more
focussed collections might be better suited.
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